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Outstanding! Buying this publication first would have saved me hours of internet study into gluten free living. I've had a
recent medical diagnosis of Gluten Intolerance and We was looking for a good book to instruct me what I need to know
to avoid wheat. A no-nonsense method of gluten-free living I just discovered that I've developed gluten sensitivity and
this book helped me understand what that means. However, having had excellent good fortune with various other
"Dummies" Books, I made a decision to get this one. I have not dealt with the negative emotions she describes [my
health has improved SO vastly that I can honestly say I don't miss wheat at all!This book is completely comprehensive.
Easy read and quick overview. this book is quite informative & The author provides insight to where gluten hides under
additional brands beside wheat, rye and barley The author has a great love of life! This publication broke it down and
made the lifestyle MUCH even more managable for me personally.She also has an extremely good chapter on dealing
with negative feelings regarding this kind of analysis. I am SO glad I did!], but I think that chapter would be incredibly
helpful for those who are struggling with their diagnosis. Fantastic resource - comprehensive & The author is an
excellent writer - she is witty, she includes small anecdotes from her lifestyle to help you know very well what she's
teaching, and the book is really entertaining to read. I was very afraid that it might be dry and "medical text
publication" type reading, but it is not at all. It is a fun, enjoyable read. I really like DUMMIES books! To any extent
further, this book will be my go-to gift for all friends coping with any gluten related disease. It is so helpful!Many thanks
for writing this book Ms.. Wish it turned out more informative Nothing I didn't know about Celiac Disease. Well worth
the read Excellent book. Have been gluten free of charge for five years and recommend this to anyone who wants to
know where to start on the changeover.It is kind of scary to discover you have to stop eating wheat for the others of
your life - it could seem so overwhelming because wheat feels like it really is in EVERYTHING sometimes. I love the
recipes and it has great ideas for snacks and many other quick solutions which means you don't consume something you
should prevent. Easy to read and a lot of information! Living Gluten-Totally free for Dummies is a great educational
source and helped me tremendously. but lots of good recipes.. is wonderful! It begins with teaching you what gluten is
definitely, what it can, how to look for it in foods, and how exactly to manage living without it.. Gluten-Free Cooking For.
i really like all books for dummies informative, i like all books for dummies. Great books I am relatively new to a gluten
free of charge diet. All the recipes I have tried so much have been great. The ultimate GF guide Don't let the "For
Dummies" moniker fool you. Typically, you find so very much mis-information on-line and in various other published
books relating to gluten-free suggestions, it's refreshing to learn such a well-researched, radiant, accurate, and, dare I
say, inspiring idea for getting into a lifelong gluten-free journey. No stone is left unturned, and many myths are dispelled
- with an ample dose of wit and humor. A member of us was recently diagnosed with Celiac and this has been a great
help in learning how to cook gluten free. Very informative for the newly diagnosed Celiac A great FIRST book for
someone recently diagnosed. You feel like the writer is actually optimistic about the gluten-free diet plan being the
main element to optimal wellbeing. No gf publication I've read paints this accurate, in-depth and rosy picture.The other
thing I adored about this book is that it is so readable. uplifting! Excellent book! Great product! Recipes, purchasing tips,
advice on eating dinner out, plus a lot more. I believed I'd need to buy many books on how best to live gluten-free of
charge, but this one book does everything. Highly recommend. I was completely overwhelmed with all the current
choices of books on "Gluten Free" living.. Well written, it certainly helped me to understand what I can and can't
consume and how to read labels for those foods not obviously marked. I can now end moaning about not having the
ability to eat breads and pasta any longer, and learn to make them from scratch using gluten free products. I'm So Glad
THIS IS The Book I Bought!I expected to need to buy another publication or two after this one to get yourself a complete
education on gluten free living, however now I don't need to - this book actually taught me everything I needed to know.
just like the title says it's easy to understand My husband was recently told he has celiac disease & Fantastic reference
Exceptional resource for eating gluten-free. just like the name says it's easy to understand, I keep it on my kitchen table
& make reference to it every day Too much preaching! I wanted details, and have no desire to wade through all the
proselytizing to think it is. I've given it away and will look for something else. As I have learned gluten can be in so many
items (and not simply foods) so focusing on how to learn labels and ingredients to look for that mask gluten under
another name is essential. You have helped me and my family so incredibly very much!. This book supports all this.



Korn!but lots of good recipes. Desire it had been more informative. I use this book daily. Good book to begin with! It
covers from getting the medical diagnosis to recognizing covert gluten ingredients to how to change your preferred
recipes to create them gluten free and so much more. That one is normally fun, whimsical, positive, and energetic.
neither among us knows very much about gluten free, this book is quite informative &Most gluten-free of charge books
are clinical, boring, and dry out. My doctor suggested gluten free and provided me a list of foods which were allowable
but I needed more information.I have currently loaned out my copy of this to one gluten intolerant friend and I've
purchased a second copy and trained with to another friend who was simply recently identified as having Celiac.
Information is thorough and easy to comprehend. I think that is a great reserve to start with if you are thinking about
going Gluten-Totally free. Great all-around reference for understanding what gluten is normally and how to prevent it.
Informative on how best to live gf for autism!
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